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access the DLL and the objects seem to be working, but if I change the properties of
the object through the C++/CLI interface I don't see those changes when I access
them from the DLL. Is there a way to force C++/CLI to actually copy/create new

instances? I am invoking the methods on the C++/CLI object as follows:
theObject.Property1 = true; Is there a way of guaranteeing that the object will be
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copied over, or how to I make sure that the objects are copied over? A: The answers
that were posted are not correct: This answer was marked correct but you need to
understand how pointers work (especially the type of *this and this->). The root of
your issue is that the pointer that you have created in your C++ code is a native

pointer (m_nativePointer) and therefore C++/CLI does not copy it but merely passes
it through the managed and unmanaged code. In C++/CLI, when you create objects

in C++ you are passing references (ref-ed), not pointers (ptr-ed). So, the type of your
C++ object m_nativePointer is a ref-ed_type (the type of your object) and it is

therefore passed through to your C# code. The common pattern used in C++/CLI is
to create a class (like the one below) which has a private _nativePointer member of
type NativeClass * and which manages the native pointers. Now, with C++/CLI you

can write: NativeClass* pNativeClassPointer; ... do your thing... pNativeClassPointer =
new NativeClass(); ... do your other thing... delete pNativeClassPointer; Of course,

since C++ and C# are completely incompatible with each other, you cannot do this
in C# (since it would need to be a managed pointer). In C#, the only pointers that
you can create are pointers to unmanaged types. The proper way to do this in C#

would be to have your C++/CLI object that you want to pass to C# as a hidden
member of the C# object. In order to make this hidden member, you would need to

actually change your C++/CLI/NativeClass/NativeClass.h header file to have this:
class NativeClass : public IManagedNativeClass { public: ... your methods here...

private: NativeClass * m_nativePointer; }; And in your C# code, you would add this:
public class ManagedNativeClass : NativeClass { ... } A: C# is a managed language

and C++/CLI is an unmanaged language so the two languages don't automatically co-
exist without problems. If you have a C++/CLI object which you want to interact with
from C# you will need to find a way to represent the C++/CLI object as a C# object.
One way to do this is by adding a property to your object and handling that property

in C#.
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Accessing a C++ object from C# I am currently accessing
a C++/CLI DLL from C# and it seems to be working, but

the objects that I am accessing are not being copied over.
The problem is that I can access the DLL and the objects
seem to be working, but if I change the properties of the
object through the C++/CLI interface I don't see those

changes when I access them from the DLL. Is there a way
to force C++/CLI to actually copy/create new instances? I

am invoking the methods on the C++/CLI object as
follows: theObject.Property1 = true; Is there a way of

guaranteeing that the object will be copied over, or how
to I make sure that the objects are copied over? A: The
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answers that were posted are not correct: This answer
was marked correct but you need to understand how

pointers work (especially the type of *this and this->). The
root of your issue is that the pointer that you have

created in your C++ code is a native pointer
(m_nativePointer) and therefore C++/CLI does not copy it

but merely passes it through the managed and
unmanaged code. In C++/CLI, when you create objects in
C++ you are passing references (ref-ed), not pointers (ptr-
ed). So, the type of your C++ object m_nativePointer is a
ref-ed_type (the type of your object) and it is therefore
passed through to your C# code. The common pattern

used in C++/CLI is to create a class (like the one below)
which has a private _nativePointer member of type

NativeClass * and which manages the native pointers.
Now, with C++/CLI you can write: NativeClass*

pNativeClassPointer; ... do your thing...
pNativeClassPointer = new NativeClass(); ... do your other
thing... delete pNativeClassPointer; Of course, since C++
and C# are completely incompatible with each other, you

cannot do this in C# (since it would need to be a
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managed pointer). In C#, the only pointers that you can
create are pointers to unmanaged types. The proper way

to do this in C# would be to have your C++/CLI object
that you want to pass to C# as a hidden member of the
C# object. In order to make this hidden member, you

would need to actually change your
C++/CLI/NativeClass/NativeClass.h header file to have
this: class NativeClass : public IManagedNativeClass {
public: ... your methods here... private: NativeClass *

m_nativePointer; }; And in your C# code, you would add
this: public class ManagedNativeClass : NativeClass { ... }

A: C# is a managed language and C++/CLI is an
unmanaged language so the two languages don't

automatically co-exist without problems. If you have a
C++/CLI object which you want to interact with from C#

you will need to find a way to represent the C++/CLI
object as a C# object. One way to do this is by adding a

property to your object and handling that property in C#.
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